Asahi India Glass Ltd. Launches Revamped Website

Apr 21, 2014

New Delhi: Asahi India Glass Ltd. (AIS), the largest integrated glass company in India announced the re-launch of their official website. The new website provides user-friendly interface, modern design aesthetics and easy navigation for visitor experience.

The Company with over three decades of experience has evolved as an integrated glass company. The new website has an updated content and improved functionality for an improved user experience for its visitors.

The revamped corporate website acts as a unifying point of contact across Businesses – Auto, Architectural, Consumer and Solar. The navigation in the new website has been made simpler and now visitors will have an easy and quick access to important information, such as the product portfolio, data pertaining to investor and consumer’s interests order tracking system for AIS Glass Solutions’ customers. The new website is very vibrant and has a lot of descriptive and image backed information for the customers like architects, builders, consultants etc.

Dealer Locator, Careers page, Project Images, technical information, press releases and coverage, etc. have been added. Also the website provides technical support to their partners, distributors and dealers under a section called Technical Support making the website more updated and advanced. The website is also embedded with a feature called ‘Glass Calculators’ – Windload Calculator, Thermal Calculator, Energy Calculator, Acoustic Calculator which helps the visitors to calculate the performance of different kinds of glasses by AIS. This data is available only on request.

The investors can continue to view content on current share prices of Asahi India Glass Ltd., financial highlights, annual reports, shareholding pattern, latest results, information related to dividends and more. The website has also archived all the historical data for the reference of the visitors.